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Study Italian in...

AGNONE, ITALY
Learning a foreign language is hard (and
learning one as an adult is even harder), so
if you’ve committed to mastering Italian, why
not take your studies abroad? Based in
Agnone – a quiet mountain village nestled
between Rome and Naples – the Live &
Learn Italian school specialises in immersion
stays designed to take your language skills

Vietnam’s floating
villages are
a feast for
the senses

to the next level. Rather than bombarding
you with grammar rules and new concepts,
the one- and two-week courses focus
on perfecting the phrases you already
know through group lessons and real-life
conversations, so prepare to spend your
time conversing with locals as you
explore the village and sample the region’s
wine and pasta exports.
The cost: From EU$1325 (about A$2000)
for one week
Find out more: liveandlearnitalian.com

Boost your
culinary cred in…

VIETNAM

Explore the floating villages, rice
fields, ancient temples and tantalising
markets of Vietnam on a 10-day
culinary tour with Go Asia Travel.
Kicking off in Hanoi, you’ll wander
through the markets with a local chef
and learn how to choose the best
herbs and spices for your meals. After
a day spent whipping up traditional
dishes, trying your hand at fruit
carving and fishing for squid, grab a
kayak and cruise past the limestone
islands of Ha Long Bay. During your
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visit to Hoi An, you’ll take a tour
through the street markets and herb
gardens of a local cooking school,
and once you arrive in Ho Chi Minh
City, you’ll be treated to a guided walk
around the agricultural village. Here,
you’ll help farmers tend to their crops
before taking part in an epic threecourse cooking challenge – so you’d
better pack your stretchy pants!
The cost: From $1560 for nine nights
Find out more: bookculinary
vacations.com

Just one week
at Live & Learn will
boost your Italianspeaking skills

